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Gym Christmas
Closure
Words from the committee
2020 will not be remembered as most people’s favourite
year. Unprecedented is the word that seems to resonate
with most. We started the year with hope and a plan and
watched all that dissolve when something called Covid-19
became real in Queensland. Your Gym (along with
others) closed only to reopen some months later with new
Covid protocols in place and a budget in tatters but with a
firm resolve to move forward. And move forward we did.
A bucket load of hard work and with the support of the
Gym community we got going again, and yes the ‘Grant
Gods’ were very kind to us too.
Your Gym is now ending 2020 a little different to how we
started the year. We have been able to extend the Gym
floor area (a long hoped for dream) and “let more light
shine in”. Ageing equipment has been repaired
(everything works) or replaced with new recumbent and
spin bikes, wobblers and a cross trainer. Membership is
steadily climbing again, and that old sparkle is back…just
have a look around.
On reflection 2020 hasn’t been that bad for the Range
Community Gym and Fitness Centre at Mapleton but
even so we are all looking forward to 2021.

To allow Tina and Paul to enjoy
some well-deserved time off with
their families, the gym will be
closed for two weeks over the
Christmas and New Year period.
CHRISTMAS CLOSING
TIMES:
Closing: 10.00am Wednesday
23 December 2020
Re-opening: 6.00am Wednesday
6 January 2021
Wishing you all a wonderful
Christmas and an amazing New
Year! May 2021 be a year of
great achievement and success!
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WINNERS ARE GRINNERS!
Heather Sanderson was the lucky winner
of the beautiful Queensland Maple grazing
platter handcrafted by Julie Breen and
stuffed with gourmet goodies kindly
donated by Kenilworth Dairies, Mapleton
IGA, Liz Rommel and Andrea Campbell.
Thanks to Lisa Forest for generously
donating the huge bottle of Wild Turkey
won by John and Lyn Reynolds and to the
Mapleton Bowls Club for donating the
Bundy Rum won by Peter Hulme.
Thanks to everyone for purchasing tickets
and supporting this fundraising initiative.

A massive $805 was raised
for the gym… Well done!
THANK YOU PAUL & TINA!
Every year, the committee endeavor to give Paul and
Tina an end of year Christmas bonus to help them
through the time that the gym is closed over the
Christmas period and to say thanks for a job well done
during the year.
Despite many community groups being impacted by
Covid-19 with the lack of fund raising opportunities, the
committee is happy to be in a position to provide a
bonus again this year.
Thank you Tina and Paul for your hard work during the
year and for your flexibility, forward planning and
patience during the gym’s Covid-19 closure.
You are both a BIG part of our gym family and we
wouldn’t have it any other way! Enjoy your Christmas
holidays and may 2021 be an amazing year personally
and professionally.
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Donations for the Major
Christmas Raffle are
being sought. If you can
help out, please place
items in the grey box at
the gym.
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Apologies to Colin Sandford for
incorrectly spelling his surname in
the last newsletter.
Colin’s surname is SANDFORD not
Sanderson. Sorry Colin!
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COVID-19 Reminders
• Pre-book your training sessions each
week (booking sheets are kept at the front
desk);
• Sanitize on entry;
• Bring a clean towel & water bottle;
• Wipe down all equipment after use;
• Enter and exit the gym via the correct
doors;
• If you are feeling unwell or have been in a
Covid-19 hotspot, please stay home and
get tested.

Health Insurance Rebate
a reminder that some private health
insurance policies provide you with a
rebate for gym membership and/or
fitness classes. This is a great way to
get more from your private health
insurance, why not check and see.
The rebate is usually based on the
calendar year...we are now in
December.

Pilates Notice

THANK YOU
PETER MAIDENS

Pilates will not be on next Wednesday, 9
December.
Ang Mills will also be having a well-deserved
break over the Christmas / New Year period.
The last class for 2020 will be Wednesday,
16 December with classes recommencing on
Wednesday, 20 January @ 4.00pm.
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For many years Peter has stepped in to
represent the gym at ANZAC Day and
Remembrance Day Services held in our
community. Thanks for making yourself
available Peter! Your attendance
representing the gym at these events is
gratefully appreciated.
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Christmas Party Fun!
It was wonderful to see over 60 gym members and partners attend the end of year
Christmas Dinner held on Saturday 28 November at Le Coq Bressan.
Lots of laughs, fun and entertainment were had. It was a bonus to see everyone
out of gym gear and spruced up in frocks and socks. Bruce McHardy was the ‘Best
Sock’ winner with Lou Rommel coming a close second.
Thank you to Thierry, Cindy and their team for making the night delicious.

Certificates Presented:
• Sascha Tillsley – Trainers Award for dedication, motivation and focused
training
• Lisa Forest – 2020 Covid Warden Award for assisting with Covid-19
cleaning, regulations and enforcement of the 'RULES'
• Lisa Powell – The Blindfold Award for insisting on being able to complete
the Friday morning gym circuit with a blindfold on and still ending up at the
wrong exercise station
• Audrey Kirshner – Miss ‘Social’ Award for efforts in communicating and
socialising with other members
• Audrey McHardy – Forgetful Award for efforts in forgetting your belongings
and leaving most things at the gym
• Jack Sperling – ‘Who Gives a Jack’ Award for not giving sufficient
attention or thought to others when it's 'THEIR' birthday
• Paul Moriarty – Paris Fashion Week Award for bringing Paris 'street style'
to the gym by wearing mismatched shoes
• Sara Feldman – Holiday Destination Award for choosing the gym as the
best 2020 holiday destination
• Ardyn Morton – Best 2020 Treasurer Award
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Tai Chi Classes
Tai Chi classes have officially ended for 2020. Many of our members have
enjoyed learning the various movements and can attest to the benefits for
the body and mind. Thank you Jude Lang for instructing the classes during
the year. Jude will be offering further Tai Chi classes at the gym early next
year – date/s to be advised. Watch this space!

Thank you to Christopher Waters for taking some snaps of Jude instructing Tai Chi to some of our members

Toilet Roll-y Polly – toilet roll puzzle
A second use for your discarded toilet rolls, which will help keep your pooch’s senses stimulated
and also handily distract them from causing havoc in your flower patch.
To assemble, simply grab a dog treat of your choice, fold the edges of an empty toilet roll in to
encase the treat and leave your dog to sniff out their reward. The mental puzzle this treat presents
will help keep your dog stimulated and engaged – the key to a happy hound.
It is important to present your dog with enough mental stimulation during their day to keep them
occupied, which in turn, often prevents them ripping up your garden, clothes or furniture – you’re so
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